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Brachytherapy is a well-established treatment option for different cancer types.

One treatment option, namely temporary afterloading brachytherapy, utilizes

an encapsulated radioactive source, which is guided through implanted

applicators to pre-defined dwell positions, to deliver highly conformal and

concentrated doses to the target volume. However, treatment errors and

uncertainties might still occur. The treatment therefore requires a stringent

verification on an individual patient level, particularly in the form of applicator

reconstruction. Electromagnetic tracking (EMT) is a possible verification option

whose application neither relies on direct line of sight nor does it increase the

radiation exposure. However, its systematic clinical application is not yet

realized. This review will separate the concept of treatment verification

through the use of electromagnetic tracking into four focus groups and

categorize the relevant papers within said groups. The four focus groups are

geometric assessment, applicator reconstruction, patient-individual quality

assurance and adaptive treatment planning. The reviewed papers can be

mainly sorted into the focus groups of geometric assessment and applicator

reconstruction underlining the potential of EMT as an asset for reconstruction

and localization. A smaller group of papers can be associated with patient-

individual quality assurance where the detection of implant variations such as

swaps within the connector cohort or single catheter shifts take center stage.

The final focus group, adaptive treatment planning, is sparsely represented, yet

the feasibility of an adaptive treatment course can be derived. This review will

close with a discussion of possible improvements and illustrate the path ahead

to clinical implementation.
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Introduction

Shortly after the discovery of radioactivity, the newly discovered

principle and its effect on biological tissue were investigated, resulting

in the development of brachytherapy as the first radiation-based

treatment. In contrast to external beam radiation, the radioactive

source, nowadays typically Ir-192, is directly brought into the vicinity

of the target volume, delivering the prescribed dose in temporary

afterloading brachytherapy by resting for pre-defined dwell times at

pre-defined dwell positions. One of its most characteristic features is

its dose gradient, which declines quickly due to the inverse square

law. Brachytherapy can be divided into four dose rate categories (low,

medium, high and pulsed) ranging from 2 Gy/h up to 40 Gy/h at the

reference location. It is a well-established treatment option for several

different cancer sites including prostate, breast and gynecology and

has seen constant advances through the development of new

applicator and catheter technologies [1].

This review mainly covers high dose rate (HDR) interstitial

brachytherapy (iBT), where the radiation source is guided through

implanted rigid needles or flexible catheters or adjustable applicators.

Due to the steep dose gradient in brachytherapy, small positional

changes may result in large changes in the dose distribution. With

ever shorter fractionation schemes down to single-session treatments

on the rise, evenmore thorough thought must be given to the highly

accurate delivery of the dose. Hence, a precise quality assurance

(QA), especially for in-vivo pretreatment verification and implant/

applicator reconstruction, is necessary to ensure the good oncological

outcome. Capitalizing on this need, mainly two novel techniques

have emerged in recent years: in-vivo dosimetry (IVD) and

electromagnetic tracking (EMT). While IVD is able to measure

the applied dose during treatment delivery by a small-sized

dosimeter inserted into the patient, it is limited in other aspects

that are covered by EMT [2]. Assessing the 3D geometry of the

catheter implant is one of the most important aspects of the QA, but

the most common tracking modes – optical and radiation-based

tracking – present shortcomings. Optical tracking relies on direct line

of sight of the trackable probe and is therefore impossible for

implanted applicators [3]. In-vivo dose verification specializes

only on the dose distribution with implicit determination of the

geometry [4], while 3D imaging reflects reconstruction errors and

anatomic variations [5, 6]. Meanwhile, EMT is investigated for

implant reconstruction, determination of anatomic variations, and

QA of correct treatment application before dose delivery. Still, only a

joint application where several verification modes are readily

available within the treatment room will eliminate all

shortcomings. EMT functions on the principle of induction.

Usually, a defined inhomogeneous external magnetic field is

produced through a set of coils in the so-called field generator.

Typical dimensions of the detection volume are approximately 50 ×

50 × 50 cm. The probe sensor is then introduced into said detection

volume where a current induced by the field within the probe

changes the surrounding field. Measuring the magnetic flux of the

external field allows localization of the probe since the physical

model of the field is known [7]. This review will showcase the

capabilities of EMT in HDR iBT, as well as highlight the current

progress in regards of a clinical introduction of EMT.

For this review, a keyword search on PubMed, ScienceOpen,

IEEE Xplore and ResearchGate utilizing the keywords “EMT

brachytherapy”, “EMT verification”, “treatment verification”,

“magnetic tracking” and “tracking brachytherapy” has been

used resulting in a paper count of 54 papers after accounting

for doubles. Following a selection based on the abstracts of said

papers, the count was further reduced to 40 papers. A cross-check

if all relevant papers were present was performed by utilizing

ConnectedPapers [8] centering on the most cited paper [9] as well

as validation through centering on the oldest [10] and the most

recently published paper [11].

Integration and implementation in
clinical routine

This review centers on the advances made towards an

application of EMT in HDR iBT brachytherapy which can be

classified into four focus groups:

FIGURE 1
Schematic EM setup for a breast implant. The field generator
(FG) is mounted above the detection volume. An EM sensor is
added to a drive of amodified afterloader and thenmoved through
the implant. A dedicated tracking system records the data
from the sensor and the field generator.
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1) Geometric assessment

2) Applicator reconstruction

3) Patient-individual quality assurance, i.e. detection of

treatment errors and uncertainties

4) Adaptive treatment planning

An overview of the main papers is provided in Supplementary

Table S1 which is structured according to these focus groups.

Evidently, each level builds upon the former level, increasing in

complexity. The reviews by Franz et al. [9] and Sorriento et al. [18]

present an overview of the components of an EMT system, themain

ones being the field generator and at least one sensor as well as a

control unit in order to apply EMT in a medical setting. Figure 1

shows a schematic setup of the EMT components for a breast

implant. The EMT sensors are approximately 1 mm long while

being thin enough to comfortably fit into 6F catheter tubes and

therefore small enough to be attached to medical instruments for

intra-body localization as, for instance, in endoscopies, biopsies, or

computer-assisted surgery. However, in order to assess the 3D shape

of a brachytherapy applicator such as catheters or needles, the EMT

sensor is gradually moved through it. In tracking an electromagnetic

sensor along a defined shape, any object such as applicators or

catheters paths can be traced if dimension and curvature of the

object mechanically allow it [31]. This way, EMT provides an easy

and inexpensive way to visualize the applicator paths inside a patient

without any dose exposure or line-of-sight restrictions. However, in

order to derive clinically relevant information from the EMT data, it

must be referred and compared to the modalities that also provide a

link to patient anatomy, i.e. target volumes and organs at risk. By

registering the tracked shape to established imaging modalities such

as computed tomography (CT) or (3D) ultrasound (US) as outlined

in the review by Bert et al. [2], the link to the target geometry can be

established and allows for the detection of variability. Likewise,

combining EMT and IVD, both the dose and the position can be

linked to form a more complete assessment of the prescribed

treatment. While said variability already proves fundamental to

quality assurance, it can be even further extended by including

(retrospective) dose variation calculations. Finally, an adaptive

treatment planning can be achieved by performing live dose

calculations based on detected anatomy and implant.

Geometric assessment

General assessment of a 3D geometry forms the base for any

analysis, since it aims at tracking of any object. EMT can achieve

an overall precision and accuracy of <1 mm and is therefore a

viable candidate for geometric assessments [2, 18]. Concerning

data acquisition, two main modes are currently deployed. In the

first mode, the sensor is moved continuously, while separate

dwell positions and dwell times are refined for another mode,

which allows for an approximation of the treatment plan. The

data produced in the second mode consists of separate point

clouds which then form the basis for a reconstruction algorithm.

EM-based tracking is easily applicable and reproducible while its

overall accuracy and precision mainly depends on the

implemented EMT-system (EMTS) and has seen mayor

improvements within the last decade. One of the first

developments of an CT based EM navigated system for

interstitial brachytherapy was implemented by Straßmann

et al. in 2000 finding already an improvement on the accuracy

of a CT-guided technique by reducing the range of accuracy by

one third when utilizing an electromagnetic digitizer [14].

However, influences of nearby (metallic) equipment will

influence the performance of the tracking system. As studied

by Boutaleb et al. [12] utilizing a polycarbonate phantom, the

positional error of EMT is within (2 ± 1) mm and the

orientational error is within ±2° both errors taking nearby

equipment into consideration. Their findings indicate a

necessary for an EM sterile environment in order to achieve

the intended precision and accuracy as described by the

manufactures of EMT systems.

In 2020, Gomes-Fonseca et al. [32] studied the accuracy and

precision of two different field generator types in a controlled

phantom study utilizing a scaffold with supports for surgical

instruments. They found no noteworthy distinguishment

between the two types of field generators, but observed that

the tabletop field generator (TTFG) slightly outperforms the

planar field generator (PFG) in regards to accuracy with a

positional accuracy of 0.72 mm and an angular accuracy of

0.39° (PFG: 0.85 mm & 0.43°), while being outperformed in

regards to its precision (TTFG: 0.20 mm & 0.12°, PFG:

0.10 mms.03°). Likewise, only the four-dimensional mechanical

ultrasound probe caused noticable distortions, making readings

unreliable.

The work of van Heerden et al. [31] studied the residual error

of an EMTS by using both cervix and prostate phantoms. They

created treatment plans based on CT images with 270/65 dwell

positions for the prostate/cervix phantom and found a mean

residual error of the interstitial channels of 0.5/0.4 mm,

respectively. Comparing the CT and patient bed setups to the

distortion free sourrounding, they found slightly larger residual

errors still <1 mm.

The groups from Boston, Ma, USA and Québec, Quebec,

Canada focused on cervix cancer and found targeting errors of

EMT navigation systems <2.9 mm [33] and an average positional

uncertainty of 0.2 mm as well as a maximum angular uncertainty

of 1.1° [23, 34], which is comparable to the targeting errors in

commercial clinical navigation system.

Reconstruction

While standalone EMT is a functional method for 3D

representation, the registration to other established image

modalities such as CT, US or MRI, establishes a link to the
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patient’s anatomy. Performing a successful registration requires

several steps and relies on surrounding landmarks depending

on the specific body site. The registration can therefore vary

greatly in complexity and might also deploy other means of

registration, such as hand-eye calibration. Concerning the

choice of reconstruction algorithm of catheter traces,

especially for data obtained whilst following individual dwell

points, both polynomial fits of degree 3 or 5 and linear, cubic or

b-spline interpolations are used and yield similar results [27,

28]. With a successful reconstruction, geometrical variabilities

can be studied, which is the current focus of most research in

this field. The study of Damato et al. [24] showed a mean

registration error of (0.6 ± 0.2) mm for the digitization of

catheters utilizing linear interpolation and registration to CT

images with 1.25 mm slice thickness, underlining the feasibility

of registration for EMT. In comparison to a µCT image (voxel

size 89 µm) Poulin et al. reported that their EMT system

outperformed conventional CT (voxel size 2 mm) in terms of

speed and accuracy [15].

The research group in Royal Oak, Mi, USA studying prostate

cancer found that the assistance of EMT during needle

implantation results in dosimetric improvements in the

urethra V100 dose without EMT (90.96 ± 3.10)% vs with

EMT guidance (85.78 ± 7.76)% as well as an overall

reduction of implanted needles [29]. They also reported an

overall accuracy of the EMT dynamic tracking of (0.9 ± 0.2)

mm, emphasizing the necessity for proper calibration of the EMT

system in the treatment room [25]. Similarly, Sadjadi et al.

observed a reduction in needle tip position estimation error

by (52 ± 17)% when tracking the tip and the base of the

implanted needles compared to model-based methods [35].

Bharat et al. proposed an extended calibration algorithm

achieving mean accuracies of <0.5 mm in a non-distorting

environment [17]. Similar registration errors between

ultrasound and EMT were reported during the commissioning

of a new clinical investigational system in Québec, Canada

[19, 36].

Tho et al. also showed in their studies towards an application

of EMT for cervix cancer patients the possibility for

reconstruction of individual catheters with an identification up

to an inter-catheter shift of 1 mm [13, 37] while recommending a

sensor speed of <5 cm/s.

Studying iBT of the breast, Janssen et al. registered EM-

tracked catheters to CT images finding accuracies of at most

(2.0 ± 1.2) mm [38].

To improve the catheter detection rate of EMT in iBT of the

prostate, Lungez et al. implemented an advanced nonholonomic

extendedKalman filter resulting in a path reconstruction accuracy of

1.9 mm and a precision of 0.8 mm [39]. Götz et al. developed a

complete analysis routine by implementing a coherent processing

chain consisting of a dedicated particle filter for improved geometric

assessment, followed by a noise suppression algorithm and finally a

signal decomposition [16, 26, 27, 40–42].

Quality assurance

The main aspect of quality assurance is the prevention of

errors and identification of uncertainties [21]. In the field of

quality assurance an error is defined as a preventable occurrence

such as human mistakes or machine failures, while uncertainties

can only be reducible but never fully preventable and are most

common as source strength uncertainty, implant geometry

variations or limitations from the dose calculation engine.

Human mistakes are the most common error during

treatment delivery and treatment planning, emphasizing the

importance of studies to identify and avoid human mistakes.

This results in a further classification of human mistakes.

Examples include wrong catheter length, catheter reconstruction

errors such as partial catheter shifts, misidentified first dwell

positions or an inverted catheter direction.

Although EMT alone cannot be used for dose assessment, it

could still play an important role for error detection [13, 22].

Since it allows high frequency position measurements, an EMT

sensor might be coupled with the source cable allowing for

precise afterloader source positioning as well as applicator

tracing. Alternatively, mounting the sensor to the check cable

eliminates the high dose rates close to the EMT sensor and,

potentially even more important, identification of errors prior

delivery. This setup would also allow for detection of general

afterloader malfunctions. However, it would not be able to detect

decoupling of the source from the cable, but this task is of minor

importance since afterloading devices and dosimeter in the

treatment room would catch this error. Since the implant

geometry is patient specific, EMT allows for patient

identification and can prevent a mix-up of patients.

Comparison of the EMT measurement to the reference

implant geometry would allow for detection of interfraction

movement of applicator parts, such as individual catheter

movements, also including the detection of mixing and

interchange of catheter traces. Extending the measurement by

introducing a fiducial coordinate system through additional

sensors positioned on the skin of the patient would also show

relative motion of the implant site compared to the patient’s rest

frame allowing for breathing motion correction of the EMT data.

The research group in Erlangen, Germany focuses on EMT in

multi-catheter iBT of the breast [20, 22, 27, 28, 30, 43, 44]. An

ongoing patient study in Erlangen covers several topics,

including breathing motion compensation, interfractional

variations such as positioning of the patient. They showed

clinical feasibility for assessment of interfractional variations

by reporting deviations in dwell positions of (2.5 ± 1.5) mm

within the 5-days treatment schedule [44]. By introducing a

dedicated algorithm for breathing compensation and defining

criterions for various geometric deviations, a fundament for

standalone quality assurance has been built. A study with

54 patients in which breathing motion compensation was

archived by either determination of the center of mass of
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three skin sensors or a resting sensor within single catheters

showed, that the mean sensor displacement per dwell position

after breathing motion correction is below the precision of the

EMT system (<1 mm) [43]. Studying the error detection with a

cohort of 10 patients and additional simulations in phantoms,

detection rates of 100% for catheter swaps and 97% for

shifts >1.1 mm were reported [22].

Adaptive treatment planning

Time sensitive optimization in the clinical workflow is one of the

main goals of clinically applicable research. The detection of

uncertainties or errors alone does benefit a patient significantly,

but by also reducing said uncertainties and adapting the existing

plan, the patient specific adaptive treatment planning results in

individualized and therefore potentially more successful

treatments. In order to perform adaptive treatment planning,

current representations of the patient have to be available and fast

planning algorithms need to be implemented. Beaulieu et al. were

able to implement a 3DUS-based HDR brachytherapy procedure for

prostate cancer, which has been tested on a phantom resulting in a

total workflow time of approximately 15 min and is expected to

increase for patients [45]. Even though their approach targeted at

single fraction high doseHDR treatments, the individual components

of the workflow (reconstruction, quick dose calculation, registration

of EMT and imaging data) are also needed for an adaptive workflow

which can thus be rendered feasible.

Conclusion

EMT as an adjuvant QA method in brachytherapy proves

feasible in regards to necessary equipment, total time gain and

validity. Ongoing studies show reliable implant reconstruction

and geometric assessment possibilities through the use of EMT

and further the general understanding of this method in a clinical

context. While an actual implementation of EMT in adaptive

treatment planning has yet to be achieved, the fundamentals for

an in-time analysis are well studied.
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